NEOPOLIA MARINE
Custom and comprehensive solutions for all of your new build projects.

Neopola Marine represents more than 50 companies, uniting their expertise to collaborate in an innovative approach for the marine industry.

Relying on the range and complementarity of its industrial base, Neopola Marine is able to offer you:

STANDARD OR INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR VESSELS IN ALUMINIUM AND STEEL AND ALUMINIUM
- Passenger vessels & ferries
- Wind farm and offshore service vessels
- Vessels for fishing and aquaculture
- Lifeboats and pilot vessels
- River cruise ships
- Docks, floating housing, floating public access structures
- Integrated systems

INDUSTRIAL CAPACITIES FOR VESSEL CONVERSION, REFIT AND REPAIR
- 4 dry docks (including one that’s 350m long) and one repair platform
- Adapted Port and Industrial Infrastructure

A RANGE OF INTERCONNECTED SUPPORT SERVICES
- Tank testing, hydrodynamic studies, Commissioning
- Logistics
- Maintenance in operational condition (MCO)
A UNIQUE POOL OF EXPERTISE

- Naval architecture, design and engineering
- Fleet dimensioning studies
- Major steel work, piping, plating, outfitting
- Electricity, instrumentation, automation
- Mechanical manufacture and fitting, hydraulics, machining of part, motorization, propulsion
- Interior fitting out, accommodations
- HVAC, insulation
- Project Management Assistance

OUR ADDED VALUE

- Renowned experience in management of technical and regulatory issues for river and sea projects.
- Expertise in project coordination.
- Assessment of the environmental impact over the life cycle of a vessel (SSD design tool).
- Adapted Port and Industrial Infrastructure.

OUR INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

- Algapolia: A vessel for collecting and pre-processing algae.
- Aquapolia: A range of floating public-access buildings.
- Actipass: Remote controlled access systems for Offshore Service Vessels.

OUR RECENT PROJECTS

LOIRE PRINCESS RIVER CRUISE VESSEL FOR CROISIEUROPE / RIVER COMMUTER VESSEL FOR THE CITY OF CALAIS / ALGAE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING VESSEL FOR OLMYX / PILOT VESSEL COLIBRI FOR SEINE RIVER PILOT STATION / DREDGER FORT BOYARD MCO OF THE BEAUTEmps-BEAUPRÉ AND TA OF GPM NSN VESSELS
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